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The aim is to explore form through squares and 
with material create expression in dress
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ABSTRACT
This work is a minimalistic study and exploration of form and material. I have started 
out by looking into the history as well as the cultural aspects of costume and dress that 
have been carried out in the field. The fundamental principle of constructing garments 
out of squares is the staring point for this work, which aims to explore form through  
squares and with material create expression in dress. The method has been to study 
and experiment with a certain form in order to create form. With focus on material, 
shape has been developed and by a ‘Unit-by-Unit’ construction method the aim has 
been dealt with. In order to develop form, you must work with form. Through trial and 
error the work has been built up. The form is dependent on the material for the expres-
sion of dress. The work questions wearable and unwearable garments and materials.
The repetitive shapes have been given new form through new materials and structures. 
Questions that have arisen are: How could this collection be interpreted into a more 
wearable collection, in terms of material, without losing the expression? Would it be 
possible to use more complex forms but still achieve the same clean expression? 

ABSTRACT
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BACKGROUND
SQUARE

In geometry, a Square is a figure consisting of a convex quadrilateral with sides of 
equal length that are positioned at right angles to each other.  It can also be defined as 
a rectangle in which two contiguous sides have equal length. (Wilson, 2010)

European fashion has had a variety of geometric stylistic ideals through out history, 
completely different from the natural body shape. During the Gothic period the lines of 
garments were straight, during the Renaissance more circled and squared, and during 
the Baroque oval etc. Reading about costume and fashion throughout history has led 
me to the conclusion that a lot of the garments derive from either the mantle or the 
poncho. The mantle was originally made out of a big hide that rested on the shoulders 
and had an opening in the front, whereas the poncho was a big hide with a hole for the 
head and hanging down both in the front and the back (Hamre, Meedom. 1978). The 
development of paper templates or patterns for clothing is closely linked to the types 
of garments used in particular cultures. One of the main characteristics of western 
clothing is the emergence of garments cut to reveal the shape of the body underneath. 
Body hugging garments evolved for both men and women in the 12th and 13th centu-
ries. At first, garments often achieved their purpose by means of external elements like 
laces or belt. Soon however, the pattern of the garment itself became more complex, 
and tailored bodices, doublets, hose, and head coverings confronted tailors with the 
need to achieve a fit adapted to the individual wearer. Since most garments were made 
from rectangular fabrics, with little or no stretch, tailors had to develop new skills in cut-
ting and sewing them(Verhelst, Kaaf. 2000).

(Hamre, Meedom. 1978) 
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In most non-Western cultures, garments are cut wide and individual fit is often less 
important. In many cultures the skill of the tailor is expressed, not so much in the cut of 
the garment but in the elaborate finishing design, which decorate the seams of gar-
ments and complement the design of fabrics. Clothing patterns and sizes are often 
closely linked to the widths and lengths of fabrics available. Cutting garments without 
waste of fabric is relatively easy. Patterns are not a necessity. (Verhelst, Kaaf 2000)

Making clothes is all about how to relate flat fabric to a three-dimensional figure in the 
form of the human body. European-style couture involves giving three-dimensional form 
to fabric by using curved lines and darts to fit it to the body. But Japanese designers 
were free from European couture methods, because of the notion of the kimono in their 
minds(Fukai, 2010).
Unlike the garments of the Western world, the shapes of traditional clothing in Japan 
are directly derived from the rectangle of the narrow width fabrics used to make them. 
Dress patterns are not necessary, which however does not mean that clothing is not 
related to body, shape and size. (Verhelst, Kaaf 2000). In contrast to the construction of 
Western clothing, the clothing is an assemblage of rectangular pieces of fabric; as a re-
sult, when not worn, a kimono is flat. (Fukai, 2010) In the article The Kimono Body, Aarti 
Kawlra describes that the difference between Western clothing and Japanese clothing 
is that of the garments silhouette, body fitting versus body reshaping. The kimonos 
shape is often interpreted as oversized, layered, swathed or wrapped by the Western 
society. With the unusual sleeves and its flat geometric outline the kimono is a charac-
teristic garment.
Western garments are constructed in a way to put emphasize on the three dimensional 
aspects of the body whereas the Japanese Kimono ignores the anatomical differences 
between the sexes(Kawlra, 2002).

(Hatakeyama, 2009) 
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In fashion design, explorations of geometry have appeared frequently. In the book Skin+ 
Bones: Parallel Practices in Fashion and Architecture Mears describes examples in the 
practices of Isabel Toledo.Toledo is inspired by geometry, but of a more organic, less ra-
tional variety. She takes a reductive approach to pattern making – what she calls “roman-
tic mathematics”- by pairing each garment down to its simplest geometric form (cylinder, 
cone etc.) Her clothes are described to undergo a transformation when on the body, as 
pieces cut from squares, circles, and triangles lose their flatness and become delicate, 
flowing organic shapes. Toledo has studied the properties of different fabrics and how 
they perform on the body, calling the result “liquid architecture”. This describes “the way 
fabrics of different weights (in particular, matte jersey) cascade into folds. They skim the 
body, and fall like water to the ground. Her pedestal dress (AW 93-94) and suspension 
dress (97-98) are examples of the way she adapts architectonic principles to explore and 
manipulate the structure and volume of her garments (Hodge, B. Mears, P. Sidlauskas, S. 
2006).

In the article Exhibition review: Form follows fashion Eugenia Paulicelli explains how there are 
many ways in which to approach fashion. The exhibition Form follows Fashion which took place 
in 2004 at The Museum of the Fashion Institute of Technology in New York made the viewers look 
upon dress in one of many possible ways, for example that fashion does not necessarily need to 
follow the body, but can disrupt its linearity and its curve. The exhibition was a reflection on shape 
and form in fashion. (Paulicelli, 2007)

(Palmer W, 2002) 

The use of geometry to generate form is a strategy shared by both architects and fashion 
designers. Simple forms such as circles, squares, and ellipses as well as more complex 
forms such as the torus and the Möbius strip, with its convoluted twist and continuous 
form, are used in both disciplines. In architecture, geometry is often used to create com-
plex interior spaces or shape the overall physical form of the building, while in fashion 
design, once a garment is draped on a body, its shape is transformed and the geometry 
that generated it often becomes invisible.(Hodge, B. Mears, P. Sidlauskas, S. 2006)
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In the book Art and visual perception, Rudolf Arnheim describes how the simplest shapes 
are easily determined. A square is seen as consisting of four straight lines with divisions at 
the corners. But when shapes are less clear-cut and more complex, the structural compo-
nents are not so obvious(Arnheim, 1974). My intention with this work is to use the square as 
a construction method in the same manner as it has been used throughout history. My work 
will focus a lot on form and volume but also on material. I aim to try the different forms in 
both conventional and unconventional materials in order to find new expressions. The work 
will be a study in what impact different materials have on a specific form. The rectangles 
are meant to be a tool to create a “box-like” silhouette. The collection is supposed to be 
straightforward in its silhouette and form.

MINIMALISM
The work deals with minimalism and is executed in a manner inspired by the great minimal-
ist artists from the early 1960s. Such as Sol Le Witt, Andree and Morris. 
Minimalism describes movements in various forms of art and design, where the work is 
set out to expose the essence or identity of a subject through eliminating all non-essential 
forms, features or concepts. 
In the book Minimalism Movement in modern art Batchelor describes the works of Le Witt, 
Andre and Morris as relatively uncomplicated three- dimensional compositions. They all 
base their work on a square, cubic or rectangular format. The forms they use are not com-
plicated by dynamic or unstable arrangement, and lack any added ornamentation. They 
are resolutely abstract and quite literal: the materials are not disguised or manipulated to 
resemble something they are not. What they all are described to have in common is the 
use of industrial materials, modular units, regular or symmetrical or gridded arrangements, 
a kind of directness in the use and presentation of materials, and absence of craft or orna-
mentation or ornamental composition(Batchelor. 1998). Morris asserted the value of forms 
which ‘are dominated by wholeness’ as opposed to which ‘tend to separate into parts’, and 
recommended the use of ‘simple forms which create strong gestalt sensations’ in sculpture. 
(Batchelor. 1998) All three artists were avoiding complicating their work with fussiness and 
over-refinement; which at the time was evident in “much crafted painting and sculpture” and 
in the scholastic tone of some contemporary criticism(Batchelor, 1998).

(Alley R, 1981)
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(Alley R, 1981)

MINIMALISM IN FASHION
The early minimalist dialogue between flat geometry and sculptural form is particularly 
relevant to fashion´s relationship between textile and garment. The basic forms of 1960s  
clothing - the cube, the cylinder, the conical sheet - where the perfect reductive shapes to 
champion either graphic print or uninterrupted monotone, but their platonic constructions 
would not have been possible without the historical precedents created by the couturiers 
Madeleine Vionnet and Paul Poiret. The latter advocated fashions cut along straight lines 
and constructed of rectangles(Dimant. 2010). Amanda Haskins writes in the book Minimal-
ism and Fashion, Reduction in the postmodern era, about Raf Simons work for Jil Sander 
Spring summer 2008. Simons created dresses by fusing together simple circle and square 
shapes in pale, translucent silk tulle. The repetitive layering of “one thing after another” 
recalls Le Witt´s and Carl Andre´s structures and speaks to the minimalist goal of geomet-
ric unit-by-unit construction. Further on she describes Chalayan´s spring/summer 1999 
Geotropic collection, which is characteristic of the minimalist tradition of building in pro-
gression or serial systems. He presented a group of translucent white sleeveless sheets on 
a sequence of models. The first model appeared in a single sheer dress. Each successive 
model wore an additional identical dress tacked flatly to her front. (Haskins, Dimant. 2010)
Both Simons and Chalayan concentrate on a methodology that intentionally reveals the 
dressmaking process through the exposure of typically concealed elements of pattern 
making; a reduction of garments to their basic, fundamental parts; and an exploitation of 
transparency and repetition. Their counterparts in the realm of sculpture and installation 
similarly situate their objects in various stage of breakdown, reduction, or transparency. 
The resulting “decon-structures” convey an intentional focus on their own constitutive el-
ements and the evidence of their creation or process as a means to reveal themselves as 
bare minimal objects. (Haskins, Dimant 2010)
Minimalism in fashion experiments with material and geometries, whereby the aim is the 
aesthetics of the product as such rather than exclusively technology or functionalism. (Lo-
schek, 2009)

(Tomlinson M, 1999)
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Minimalism in fashion has been executed in various ways during the years; Helmut Lang 
was one of the most influential minimalistic designers in the 1990s. Lang design clothes 
for both women and men and tend to concentrate on the exhibition of the interior structure 
of a garment. In the s spring/summer 2003 collection shirts and sweaters were cut down 
to their adjoining foundation seams and cardigans were stripped down to its frame. This 
left the cardigans consisting of a strap of knitted cotton at the neckline, shoulder, elbow, 
wrist, waistline and along the placket of the centre front opening. Since the garments here 
no longer serves the purpose or function of covering the human body they become purely 
aesthetic objects.  (Haskins, Dimant, 2010) Lang has been described by Rebecca Arnold 
‘to work with urban silhouettes that marry basic shapes with edgy colour combinations and 
advanced technological fabrics.’ Helmut Lang the simple cut garments something special 
by the use of structuring elements. He would play with transparency and underlay a trans-
parent top an asymmetric cut bandau,a narrow ribbon or a visible seams in bright colours 
in order to create minimal detail. They were not necessarily noted at first glance but would 
give the garment a new ornamental effect. (Loschek, 2009)

(MCV Photo, 2003)
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As an exercise and starting point I chose to reconstruct a dress by Rei Kawakubo/ Com-
mes des garcons. This dress is made out of a shape not relating to the body, or to the 
typical templates of pattern. It takes most of its form when on the body. By using only one 
seam, two cuts and two darts it forms into a dress. Little has been done to the piece of fab-
ric jet it has a lot to express. In the book Future Beauty, Frankel describes:
 
One large cut was made into a sheaf of binding twenty layers thick to make this dress. A single continuous 
stitch was then made along the horseshoe-like contour, thereby sealing the layers so they resemble a sleep-
ing bag. The requisite holes for head and arms became slots, and only once worn does the dress pull into 
shape. What is more, the stitch does not function as a conventional seam: rather it forms a ridge detail bi-
secting the garment from front to back, creating an increasingly extravagant ruffle along the bodice(Frankel, 
2010).

My work is based on the square and the aim is to use it as a tool for construction. By a 
‘unit-by-unit’ construction elaborate and create shapes of the squares, I aim to create 
garments out of one or more squares in order to find ways of construction and also create 
a collection without the use of the typical templates. To let the square form the pattern, 
without losing the body inside it, I intend to construct wearable forms, which are flat by the 
construction method but takes form on the body. The work will be a development of previ-
ous projects where the subject has been flatness volume, 2D to 3D.
Through experimentation with different scales of the square and garment types I aim to 
look into the relationship between the square and the body.The experiments with forms 
will provide the setting for the visual motive. The aim is to explore form through the square 
and with material create expression in dress. Through form and material I intend to give 
the construction method a contemporary feel. The material itself created the idea of using 
the fundamental and basic construction of dress. The materials I intend to use are mainly 
used in industrial purposes such as rubber, latex, foam rubber, plastic, tyvek but the work 
will also include wool and mohair. Fashion is always about relating form to the body (Arts, 
Calefato, 2010) and by the use of different material in the forms I aim to open up for new 
discussions. 
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METHOD
When working in the field of fashion there are different research and design methods that 
can be applied to lead the way for the designer.  Whichever method you choose, there is 
one principle involved: choose whatever method will tell you what you do not know, but need 
to know, in order to proceed. (Jones, C J. 1992) Design practice may involve research and 
design research may involve design. (Brandt, Binder 2007) In the book Design methods, 
John Chris Jones, states that the old idea of design as drawing of objects that are then to be 
built or manufactured are to be replaced by many new ideas, all very different. For example 
designing as the process of devising not individual products but whole systems or environ-
ments. Designcan also be, where the public is involved in the decision-making process. He 
also suggests Design as creativity, which he supposes to be potentially present in everyone, 
Design as an educational discipline that unites arts and science and perhaps can go further 
than either, and also the idea of designing without a product, as a process or way of living 
itself (Jones, C J. 1992) In the article Experimental Design research: Genealogy- Intervention 
–Argument it is stated that:

The discussion on research on, in and through design has inspired and challenged design research to position 
research more clearly in relation to design practice, and it has opened a venue for design research where a 
designerly engagement becomes relevant vehicle for the production of knowledge(Brandt, Binder 2007).

According to Jones the most common observations about designing, is that it includes the 
three essential stages of analysis, synthesis and evaluation. Which means breaking the prob-
lem into pieces and then putting the pieces together in a new way and then through testing 
discover the consequences of putting the new arrangement into practice. Jones on the other 
hand names the three stages divergence, transformation and convergence. (Jones, C J. 
1992) Biggs is questioning in the article: The role of the artefact in art and design, whether 
artefacts have the capability to embody knowledge. He claims that most creative activity 
seeks to problematize to raise questions or issues rather than to answer them. Furthermore 
he discusses the need to differentiate activities that are to do with personal development 
and activities that are significant for others in the field. Part of process is to identify the con-
text and that involves finding out what other research is being or has been conducted in this 
area. 
What is required is the combination of artefact (painting, design, poem, dance, etc.) and a 
critical explanation that describes how it advances knowledge, understanding and insight. 
“Although commonly achieved through words, this is owing to the utility of words for expli-
catory purposes rather than because words have primacy over objects in art and design 
research”. (Biggs, M. 2002) The English philosopher, Francis Bacon introduced a method 
based on induction, an approach to derive conclusions from the experience. He suggests 
gathering data and through this information slowly forming a general idea of his findings. By 
making a list of things, in which the phenomenon you are trying to explain occur, you should 
be able to derive the factors that correspond to the occurrence of the phenomenon in one list 
and don´t occur in the other list, and also what factors change in accordance with the data 
that had been ranked. (Klein, J 2012)
Bacon “encouraged detailed and methodical experimentation”(Hesse. 1964) In the book 
Arranged Abstraction, Thornquist discusses the division between science and art, which 
means a division of theory and practice. The book explores art as science and it demon-
strates the result of basic art research and deals with the problem that concerns the tradi-
tional understanding of art as much as of science. Thornquist argues that basic research is 
about exploring the potential of dress through fundamental relationships between for exam-
ple form and material or between technique and expression in dress.
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In the bookHe questions how research in sculpture through sculpture, research in dress 
through dress or research in film through film can express and disseminate its motive critique 
and proposition in terms of new knowledge in its own field, based on its own formal logic. 
The explorations of these questions are carried out through ontological, logical and episte-
mological perspectives. (Thornquist, 2012)

MY METHOD
Exploring the square as a form requires a method with a focus on the act of making and on 
the physical experiments. Since my work also deals a lot with material it is crucial to work in 
that material from an early stage. Starting out from construction by a specific shape means 
analyzing that shape and construction method and also a look into what has been done in 
the field throughout history. By isolating one object it also gives the potential of exploring it, 
through the relationship between form and material and/or technique and expression (Thorn-
quist, 2012). Bacon emphasizes in his method, to isolate the form or cause of one object 
in order to do further investigations. Built upon when the object occur and not occur one 
should be able to find the possible gap. (Bacon, 1990) The work will be carried out through 
sketching in different medias and scales. It will also focus a lot on experiencing the garments 
and the fabrics and how it relates to the body. It draws parallels to the work of Bendzovski 
which is investigating form, fit and scale and is described in the book: Arranged Abstrac-
tion by Thornquist. It is exploring scale through experimentation with a particular garment 
type(Thornquist, 2012). Through trial and error I will experiment with form and volume of the 
garments. After several tests and try-outs with folding and pleating I came to the conclusion 
of holding on to the very simple shapes. Instead I came to the conclusion of exaggerating 
the size of the squares in order to create volume and expression. The method will be based 
on the unit-by-unit construction as mentioned earlier in the text. Based on the idea of Jones 
method about designing as the process of developing not only a single product but a whole 
system or environment. The concept of working with squares in different sizes creates a sys-
tem where I arrange the squares like modules. Through a trial and error method the squares 
will be put together and arranged in order to create form. Both the half and full-scale dummy 
will be important to create shape. The experiments with forms will provide the setting for the 
visual motive. I would argue that my method includes the three stages of analysis, synthesis 
and evaluation. As described above, this means breaking the problem into pieces, put the 
pieces together in a new way and then through testing discover the consequences of putting 
the new arrangement into practice. Through the logic of making and establishing dress I am 
questioning the form of the construction for the establishment of new formal expression in 
dress and fashion design(Thornquist, 2012).
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DEVELOPMENT
My aim has been to work with the square in order to create form.  Through elaboration with the 
square this collection was built up. The starting point in this work, as mentioned earlier, was cut-
ting up squares of fabric into different sizes and experimenting with folds and pleats in order to 
find shape. Starting out by pleating and heat pressing the results became very detailed and the 
forms got a lot of structure. I tried by stitching a solid cotton fabric onto a more sheer and see 
through fabric in long lines and afterwards cutting up the heavier fabric in between the stitches 
then folding and pressing the fabric into pleats. The pleats get an organic shape and because of 
the sheer fabric the form becomes very romantic. This method of pleating has a lot of potential 
and a lot to express but the decision was to simplify and to stay true to the concept of the clean 
and straight forward expression I was aiming for.

Next experimentation was built upon the same idea of folding and pleating, but in order to create 
the expression I was after I decided to only work with one fold or pleat.  By making on big pleat, 
the expression was changed. The technique was performed in a lot of different try-outs in order to 
find form and shape to build upon
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The proportions were scaled up and down to find new expressions. Different try-out where the 
folds were wrapped around the body were made. Experiments where the fold went all the way 
from the front to the back was also carried out, by just making a cut for the neckline.

The different try-outs had given me a lot of form to build upon. To keep the squared feeling, I 
decided to drape with the squares directly on to the body. The excessive fabric, the corners I was 
just going to leave to fold or drape naturally. I continued with the folding experiments that had 
been made and by just folds and cuts I formed the first real garments. As I mentioned earlier, as 
an exercise I made a reconstruction of a dress by Commes des Garcons. This dress had a much 
more fluid feel to it than what I was striving for in my collection. Even though a little had been 
done to the pieces of fabric it consisted of, the dress had a lot to express. 
I carried out different experiments where I used the cut as method to create form to the squares 
and as an example I made two long cuts, which functioned as armholes and with a zipper in the 
back I closed the square that had turned into a polo neck top.
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The simpler the forms became the more they had to express. So I decided to take the simplest 
shapes and build my collection upon it. Instead of folding and cuts I would concentrate on scale 
and proportions within the simpler shapes and through the unit-by-unit construction build my 
collection and strip it down to its core. From the basic form of a squares my sketches was carried 
out.
My first experiment was a t-shirt made out of three squares.  One big that serves the purpose 
to cover both front and back of the body and made a cut for the neckline. The other two smaller 
squares were put as sleeves on the bigger square. The construction is basic but the play with 
volume and material adds value to the garment. It creates a straightforward and clean silhouette. 
The top has been tried in various materials such as cotton, jersey, mohair, plastic and latex. The 
latter two were the ones that were chosen for the collection. Latex gives a  very clean expression 
and it would create a lot of volume, as is drapes well at for example the sleeves. There are no 
seams in the latex since glue is a better soloution, this adds to the clean expression. The plastic 
works well to, since the transparency works well with the form, it has been important not to loose 
the body inte the shape and by using transparent fabric one can still see the body eventhough 
the garments carries a lot of voulme. The glued seams frame the form in both the latex and plas-
tic.
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Built on the same forms I went on to a bigger scale and made a dress from it. The fit of the gar-
ment gets really important when working with this clean cut that I aim for and the right proportions 
are crucial in order to get to the right result. A lot of toiles have been made and tried out, with 
changes in sizes of the squares. In the same manner as with the top, a lot of different materials 
have been tried. The most suitable materials for this fabrics were the same ones as for the top.  
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Next successful toile was the vest. Based on two squares I made a toile of a long oversized vest 
with big lapels. It was first carried out in calico fabric, which worked very well with in this shape. 
When carried out in the right material, moos rubber,  I soon came to the conclusion of cutting of 
fabric for the armhole, as it did not fall nicely around the arm. I also had to make some adjust-
ments to the shoulder line since the fabric is so stiff it would not fit the shoulders if not formed 
out from given measurements of the body. The expression changes a lot in the different material 
choices. And you must adjust the shapes in order to get the right proportions. The whole garment 
is glued together since the fabric would easily rip when stitching through it. The outcome of this 
was that it looked even sharper without the stitches on the garments. The lapels had to be glued 
down in order to stay in place.
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The vest was then further developed and tried in a much lighter plastic material. This gave a 
much lighter feel to the garment. A decision was made to make the vest shorter in order to get a 
more ‘boxy’ silhouette. In combination with a t-shirt underneath it would enhance that look. The 
vest was carried out in a plastic but also tried in the foamrubber. The latter did not work as well 
as the transparent plastic since it would be to light and to stiff and would almost stand on its own. 
The transparency works well with the latex top underneath and it creates shape to the silhouette 
even though the material is very light and transparent. The outfit with the top, skirt and vest was 
very sucessful in ihow the different garment divides the body with the form and material, it would 
enhance the units.
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This skirt was made out of one single square and it is dependent on the measurement of the hip, 
since it is resting on the hips. The skirt gets a lot of volume at the top since it is straight, which 
creates volume to it. The skirt was tried out in varous fabrics but soon i figured that it had to be 
something very stiff in order to make it stay in the right shape and to be able to get the volume 
around the waist. When first tried in the foamrubber it got its right shape and this material would 
provide me the solid surface that I was aiming towards. The choise of the mohair for the next skirt 
would also work but create a totally different look. Eventhough the mohair is fused on the back-
side and is stiff it looks much more relaxed and it follows the body in antoher way.   
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This dress is a continuation of the skirt and it is also based on the measurements of the hip. Af-
ter several experiments with folds and darts I came to the conclusion of keeping it completely 
straight and without any folds. Instead I had to curve the centre back line in order to get the clean 
shape and fit. I also had to fuse the material twice in order to get away from breaks and creases 
of the dress. The proportions had to be adjusted and in order to get the same volume at the top 
of the dress as on the top of the skirt I had to put a bandeau underneath, almost like a corset to 
keep the dress in place and to make it stand out a little form the bust. The material chosen for the 
dress is a mohair that has been fused on the back. The aim was to create a surface that would 
add structure to the garment and to be a contrast to the other materials chosen. By fusing the 
mohair the fabric becomes very stiff which holds the shape and form.
To emphasize the line over the bust that the dress would give a pair of really high gloves were 
made.
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TROUSERS
Trousers have been tried out in various forms and the first tryout creating trousers from only the 
shape of a square was a difficult task. The crotch became the hardest part since the fabric would 
pull wierdly and the waistline would be way to big. The experimentation with the different squares 
would lead me in the direction were the block pattern would be needed. I first made a tight trou-
ser since I figured it would be needed since all of the silhouettes where looking very boxy and 
squared and something that was fitted to the body was neccesary. After trying out the different 
garments together with the trousers the conclusion was made of moving back to try making trou-
sers out of the square since all the silhouttes had a lot of volume on top but none at the bottom. 
The pattern for the trousers was made out of to squares, one for each leg. It consist of a rectangu-
lar shape and has a cut out for the crotch in order to shape around the body.
The materials tried out for the trousers has been, calico, jersey, a non woven material called tyvek 
, plastic and latexrubber. The latter two were the ones that were most suited and would create 
the best expression. The latex gives the impression of a fabric that looks wet and it also creates a 
movement to the garment different from other material and fabric. It looks as if though the person 
wearing it is shivering. It also provides the garment a shine and ‘glossy’ look. Since seaming in 
latex/rubber ruins the material it is normally glued together. This was also a good solution for this 
collection, since it would provide me with a very clean  and sharp expression.

First tryout making trousers out of a square. Deci-
sion was made to make crotch from block pattern
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LATEX 
Natural rubber latex is a natural product; the juice is extracted from the rubber tree Hevea Brasil-
ienses. The tapping of latex rubber is done by cutting in the bark of the rubber tree. At the end of 
the recess you bring a channel and underneath a receptacle the latex-rubber collected and can 
then be collected in buckets in order to be processed into the latex that is to be bought.
Through heating of natural latex-rubber and sulphur a substance with better properties is creat-
ed. The higher the sulphur contents the harder the latex/rubber. 
The liquid natural latex rubber is highly elastic with high quality. To obtain the fine latex materials 
(sheets) latex undergoes a chemical process and pigments are added to obtain colours. Latex is 
mainly used for clothing. (www.latexpermeter.com)
Latex is glued together with specific latex glue. This gives a clean fininsh. Latex has, at least for 
me, a very strong connection with a certain type of garment used in other fields than fashion. That 
is for example fetish fashion. It is a challenging and very interesting material. The movement it 
creates is almost like loose skin and when movig in it it looks like the latex is shivering. It is pos-
sible to get in a wide variety of colours and a lot of the ones that I have worked with are in nude 
almost skintones. This almost creates a feeling of an extra skin.
FOAM RUBBER
Foam rubber is made of embossed rubber. It has open cells and a dense outer skin. It consists 
of a light firm spongy rubber made by beating air into latex and then curing it. Foam rubber has a 
wide range of uses including upholstery and insulation. (www.merriam-webster.com) The material 
is highly elastic. 
The foam rubber turned out to be a complicated material to work with, since it is weak in durabil-
ity. Stitching in the material would make it even more weak, since the holes of the needle would 
make it fall apart when pressure was applied to it. Through test of sewing and glueing it together I 
found that the glue would be the best decision. Eventhought it is not a material made for clothing, 
it does work very well for this collection. It enhances the really clean and sharp forms that I been 
wanting to create. It gives a solid surface and detail becomes really sharp, for examlple the lapel 
and the pockets. The material does not work for any garment since it is very stiff. A fitted garment  
would not work, since the material does not work well when stitching in it and the glue would not 
stand tearing. The material is not very strong and that is also a reason for why fitted garment 
would not work. It becomes, in this collection, a substitute for outdoor material such as wool.
TYVEK
Tyvek is a non-woven material, formed by a fully integrated process using continuous and very 
fine fibres of 100 per cent high-density polyethylene. The name is a registered trademark of 
DuPont. The fibres are first flash spun, then they are laid as a web on a moving bed before it is 
bonded together by heat and pressure. The material is very strong and hard to tear. The Tyvek I 
have used has been glued together with a polyester film. The material is easy to work within, its 
main issue is that it crinkles really easily and is very hard, even if you iron it. Tyvek is refering to 
sportsmaterial although it does not breath nor have the same properties. The tyvek was tried out 
in a lot of different garment types, such as trousers, bandau, body and gloves. The materail does 
not give the same clean finish as the other ones chosen as it is crinkles easily and is hard to iron. 
That was one of the reason for not using it in the final line up. 
MOHAIR
Mohair is one of the oldest textile fibres, It is both durable and resilient. It has a high lustre and 
shine. It consists of keratin, which is a protein found in the hair, wool, horns and skin of all mam-
mals and its durable, elastic and crease-resistant. The mohair I use in this collection has been 
fused on the inside in order to get a more stable fabric. The mohair becomes really important in 
the collection since it is providing it with another type of texture. It creates a big contrast to the 
other materials and it gives a structure to the collection. Since the fusing makes it more stable it 
does not lack the stability that the other material create. The idea of new combination of material 
is what has given the expression to the collection. I have here made my own library of basic fab-
rics. Were the foam gets to represent the the outerwear and the latex the single jersey and so on.
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Working with the square as a given form and a starting point for developing a collection 
has given me a shape and silhouette naturally. The straight lines of the squares and the 
forms, that I intentionally striped down to their core has given me a clean expression. The 
square has been a tool as much as a method for working and it has given limitations and 
restriction as well as a focus and directions. The visual expression is reflecting the square 
and since the fabrics are solid and quiet stiff the squares are enhanced. 
The straight lines, of the squares, look stiff in comparison with curved ones. It is the 
visually simplest line to look at and it is the earliest shape conceived by the mind. The 
straight line is an invention of the human sense of sight under the mandate of the princi-
ple of simplicity. (Arnheim, 1974) 
The material has emphasized the boxy feeling and by the use of the different material the 
‘units’ of the collection has been emphasized. The different material has been chosen for 
their different properties. For example the latex provides a sharp but also fluid look. By 
the use of raw edges and gluing instead of seaming the pieces together, the expression 
stays clean and sharp. 

In the making of the collection I have dealt a lot with composition in terms of form and 
colour. The colours derive from a nude palette and it has been a trial and error process 
to find the right ones. The focus has been on nude tones but by adding distinct accent 
colours I have created a dynamic range of colours for the collection.  As I tend to work 
in a pale palette the need for a new colour that would stand out was needed. The choise 
of bringing in orange, black and ice blue was made and it gives the whole collection a 
stronger expression and by mixing up the nude colour tones the form and the units are 
enhanced. When working with colour I tend to match them so that the result becomes to 
expected close to boring. In this collection I have tried to choose colours that stands out 
and adds value to the shapes through experimentation with colours. To make something 
stand out from our expectations one has to bring in something new that differs from what 
is expected. (Loschek, 2009) 

The look that I have been aiming towards has been a minimalistic and sharp cut. By not 
adding any unnecessary detail I feel that I have managed to put the form in focus. The 
detailing on the coats with the pocket flap on one and the more three dimensional big 
pocket on the other opens up for discussions of how the material works in terms of mak-
ing detail. To me it felt like this was the only place it works since the outcome would still 
look clean in its expression. Since the fabric is so stiff and it is cut with knife one is able 
to make straight lines that would not interfere with the rest of the garments that are all 
stripped down to their core and only the form is in focus. 

The collection is based on the concept of using the square as a starting point for con-
struction of a garment and during the project it has sometimes been hard to create a 
good fit from it. The biggest problem has been trousers and I would argue that in order to 
create nice fitted pants the crotch has to be made based on the form of block patterns. 
The material has been important in order to make the square take form either it has been 
to emphasize the forms with a stiff material or to make it drape naturally around the body. 
The rubber foam gives that sharp and stiff forms that for example the two different over-
sized coats needs and the latex naturally drapes around the body. These different prop-
erties give an interesting contrast and outcome. 

REFLECTION
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Outfit nr 1 and 2 were the ones that were questioned and dismissed. The first outfits 
choice of undergarments, i.e. the trousers and the top. The discussion regarding the 
trousers was both the form and the material and why they were not constructed as the 
other garments out of a square. The material used is the same as the fury fabric; the 
woven structure on the backside has been used and laminated with polyester. It creates 
a shiny jet structured material. The opponent was questioning the shape and why the 
concept was not dealt with in the trousers and suggestion regarding the use of a square 
in order to make trousers was made. The bandeau top is made out of metal beads that 
were found disturbing in combination with the rest of the collection. Also here the shape 
was discussed. The whole outfit was speaking another language than the rest of the col-
lection. Regarding the coat, the length was discussed and whether it should be the same 
length as the other coat. 

In the second outfit the yellow body and gloves were discussed and the suggestion was 
made to take advantage of the transparency of the plastic otherwise it did not serve its 
purpose. The idea to put nude underwear underneath it instead and let the dress be the 
topic was given. Also in this outfit the yellow undergarments were pointing in another 
direction than what the aim was suggesting. The square was again lacking and the outfit 
needed to be stronger and more conceptual in its expression. 

The changes I decided to make after the presentation was in outfit 1, 2, and 6. The 
bandeau and trousers in outfit 1 got replaced. Instead a top and a pair of trousers both 
based on the square as construction form were made. The material is orange fluorescent 
latex, which gave the coat and the whole outfit a total new expression and the form is 
much clearer with the contrasting colours in the different garments. 

The line up on the examination was different from the final line up presented in this report, 
the picture is showing how it looked.
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Outfit number 2 was replaced by the black latex dress that was underneath the coat in 
outfit number 6. I felt the collection was lacking a bit of the darkness that the black dress 
would give, also the black latex dress was very successful with the pink boots. It was a 
better composition regarding colour. Finally the transparent plastic top was put under-
neath the coat in outfit 6 and a pair of wide transparent plastic trousers, constructed out 
of a square, was put underneath. The outfit needed a pair of trousers, without them the 
legs looked short and cut of. 
The changes made were in my opinion all for the better and when looking at the two 
different line ups, I feel that the concept of the collection is shown through the whole. The 
yellow as colour was a nice punch for the collection but when adding more orange it was 
not needed. The outfit with the yellow and the plastics do now look so wrong, it disturbs 
and the collection is brought down by it. The same type of sleeve and garment types 
are repeated in numerous outfits. The repetition becomes very important in this collec-
tion and it enhances the ‘unit-by-unit’ construction. It all feels more focused now and the 
wide trousers make the outfits into a whole. The collection feels much more coherent after 
the changes been made, as a system were every unit depends on another unit.  Roland 
Barthes describes in Fashion Theory(2009) The fashion system as “structuralism´s Moby 
Dick” a system where a group or a set of related or associated garments come together 
to create a unity or complex whole. 

After and while working with this collection thoughts about how it could be developed 
further has arisen and one way would be to make the units more visible, trough adding a 
bigger variety of fabric in to the different outfits. But also to divide the different garment 
types into different units and use different fabrics for it. So that each look would be divid-
ed into several units. Also, while making the long coat and working with the pocket which 
goes from 3 dimensional in the bottom and almost disappears into 2 dimensional at the 
top thoughts of working with the square in a more 3 dimensional way aroused. It could 
be interesting to see a collection that was built up from the pocket solution, where this 
type of construction would enhance all units. One could also work in the manner as Lang 
works when only showing the fundamental parts of dress, which would imply working with 
only the edges of the square, which would result in cut-outs in the garments.
Thornquist describes Ralph Simon´s work for Jil Sander 2010, to explores the notion of 
minimalism with respect to the contemporary field of fashion. Through basic experimen-
tation he examines, elaborates and purposes an alternative, expressive understanding of 
minimalism through the study of straight and sharp lines, contrasting volumes, solid block 
colours and enlarged décors. (Thornquist, 2012) This work has been an inspiration and 
parallels can be drawn to it and how I have been studying and experimenting with the 
square, composition, enlarged volume and colour through a minimalistic perspective.
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Critique on Klara Hobbs work
I find Klaras work and method very interesting. To work with the definition and meaning of a gar-
ment opens up for discussions of how garments are and can be worn. The effect that one gar-
ment can have on another garment gives a new perspective on dressing and by questioning the 
order that people dress the collection has been developed.
The references that the work builds upon feel very important as a starting point and a field that 
can be developed further. 
The collection is also a further development on previous collections that Klara made when inves-
tigating underwear’s effect on other garments. Since it is a strong concept the choice of a further 
development feels highly relevant. 
By the use of small, delicate details that make the different garment types interact with each other 
the collection has been built up and by emphasizing certain details the collection deals with the 
aim in a minimalistic manner.
The collection is very well made. I am only questioning some of the material choices and the 
silver details. Since all the garments feel really luxurious in the silhouette and making I could see 
them in higher quality materials. It could also be a bigger gap in between the materials, so that 
some of them were really expensive looking, while some of them would almost fall a part in order 
to create bigger contrasts in between the different garment types. 
   The collection feels, just as Klara mentioned in her text, natural and unforced. 
When looking at the line up questions come up regarding outfit nr 5 and 7. I am wondering how 
the garments in those outfits are affecting each other and how the am is dealt with here? All the 
other outfits have a clear and strong effect on each other. I would like to highlight outfit number 
1,3,4 and 5 as really good developments as well as outcomes. In Outfit number 4 , the thick 
cotton socks together with the silky dress makes a very interesting combination and the materials 
are a good contrast to each other. 
The colours chosen for the collection consists of black, white, grey, blue pink and nude. I would 
not mind a bit more colour maybe a colour that stands out just like the pink dress does. 

I have done some suggestions regarding colour and chosen to put a mint green and more nude 
to the collection.

1  2  3  4     5               6         
7
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